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GENERAL, INFORMAL, AND CLIMBING MEETINGS 1999

12 January

26 January

5-7 February
9 February
16 February
23 February

6 March

9 March

12-14 March
16 March

23 March
13 April
27 April

7-9 May
11 May
19 May
25 May

8 June

General Meeting: Gordon Stainforth, The Peak: Past and
Present
Informal Meeting: Jonathan Pratt, Kangchenjunga North
Ridge
Scotland Meet and Dinner
General Meeting: Doug Scott, World Premier Lecture
Northern Lecture: Dick Turnbull
Informal Meeting: Jerry Lovatt and Leyla Pope,
Alam Kuh 1964 and 1998: before and after the revolution
Symposium: Climbing into the Millennium - Where's it
Going?
General Meeting: David Hamilton, Muztagh Arta Ski
Ascent
North Wales Meet, Dinner & Lecture
Northern Lecture: Mick Fowler, Peru - Contrast,
Commitment and Climbing
Informal Meeting: Alpine Climbing
General Meeting: Roger Payne, A Century Within
Informal Meeting: Jeremy Whitehead, Traversing the
French Alps on Ski
Peak District Meet and Dinner
General Meeting: Martin Wragg, Lotus Flower Tower
Alpine Ski Club meeting
Informal Meeting: Audrey Salkeld, Film of the 1933 Everest
Expedition
General Meeting
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22 June
24 July-IS Aug
2-10 September
14 September

23 September
24-26 Sept
28 September

28 September
6 October
12 October

19 October

19 October

26 October
9 November
13 November
16 November

23 November

23 November
7 December
11 December

THE ALPINE JOURNAL 2000

Informal Meeting
Alpine Meet (with ABMSAC & CC) in the Dauphine
Cornwall meet jointly with CC
General Meeting: John Temple, The discovery andfirst ascent
ofMtKenya
Book Launch: Paul Pritchard, The Totem Pole
Lake District Meet
Informal Meeting: Bill Jones, The Alpine Club Denali
Expedition
Northern Lecture: Paul Pritchard, The Totem Pole
Alpine Ski Club evening
General Meeting: Harry Archer, Video Film of East Africa
1960-63
Book Launch: Jim Curran, High Achiever- The Life and
Climbs ofChn's Bonington
Northern Lecture: Les Brown, Undiscovered Morocco or
Old Pioneers recapture their youth
Informal Meeting: Les Swindin, Valat's Alps East
General Meeting: Andy Kirkpatrick, Patagonia in Winter
Annual Symposium and Meet at Plas y Brenin, Pakistan
Italian Evening: Val d'Aosta Lecture & opening of
'Theodul Pass' Exhibition
Northern Lecture: Mick Fowler and Steve Sustad, Arwa
Tower
Informal Meeting: John AlIen, The Magic of the Munros
Annual General Meeting
Annual Dinner

The 131 st Annual London Dinner was held on 11 December at The Great
Hall, St Bartholomew's Hospital. The principal guest was Maggie Body. The
toast to the guests was proposed by Robin Campbell.

HONOURS AND AWARDS

American Alpine Club Literary Award 1999
Congratulations to Audrey Salkeld for this award in recognition of her
many important contributions to mountain literature.
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THE BOARDMAN TASKER MEMORIAL AWARD
FOR MOUNTAIN LITERATURE
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The 17th award ceremony was held at the Alpine Club on 12 November
1999. The judges were David Gregory (Chairman), Kathleen Jamie and
Alan Hankinson. The winning book was The Totem Pole - and a whole
new adventure by Paul Pritchard (Constable). Shortlisted were Songs of
Silence by Patricia Barrie (Honno Welsh Women's Press), Creagh Dhu
Climber - The Life and Times of John Cunningham by Jeff Connor (The
Ernest Press), High Achiever- The Life and Climbs of Chris Bonington by Jim
Curran (Constable) and Ghosts ofEverest - The Authorised Story of the Search
for Mal/ory and Irvine by Jochen Hemmleb, Larry A Johnson & Eric R
Simonson (Macmillan/The Mountaineers), Regions of the Heart - The
Triumph and Tragedy of Alison Hargreaves by David Rose and Ed Douglas
(Michael Joseph).

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT 1999

The three meetings of the Council this year represent only the tip of the
iceberg; there has been significant underlying progress on several fronts.

It was decided to launch the Himalayan Index on the Internet so that it
could be accessed directly - initially for free - by a far greater number of
users. This project was completed by the end of the year and will justify the
considerable effort and funds already invested in it. The Hirnalayan Index
can be accessed via the Alpine Club's website at www.alpine-club.org.uk.
The expected increase in its use will be carefully monitored.

A generous grant from the Library Association enabled us to send
Margaret Ecclestone, our professional librarian, to a very successful first
ever meeting of 'mountaineering librarians' held in November in Banff in
conjunction with the annual Mountain Book and Film Festival. Margaret
has now completed the computerisation of our library catalogue system in
respect of books, guides, journals and expedition reports. The only
remaining section is the 500 bound volumes of 'tracts', 200 of which have
never been properly catalogued. For the sake of completeness, this lower
priority work will continue during 2000, financed from our own resources.

The valuable task of indexing the year-books of the Ladies' Alpine Club,
which run from 1910 to 1975, has been undertaken by Johanna Merz,
previous Editor of the Alpine Journal. This 240-page Index provides a
remarkable history of the contribution of British women to climbing in the
Alps and later in the Greater Ranges during the period before the LAC
merged with the Alpine Club. (Further details are on page 358.)

With the cataloguing of the Library largely complete, attention has now
turned to the Club's unique, mostly handwritten, Archives, looked after
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since 1990 by our Hon. Archivist Livia Gollancz. She has put forward a
persuasive case for employing a professional archivist for a year, in order
to convert the current 'quill-pen' listing of these into a fully computerised
catalogue of real value to researchers. Finance has been sought for this
special project and, although we failed to secure a grant from the Heritage
Lottery Fund, the Pilgrim Trust has now offered us a grant of £10,000
which will enable us to commence the work early next year; the balance of
the cost will be met by other possible grants or from our own resources.

The third area of responsibility delegated to the Library by the Club is
the care and maintenance of the photographic collection, which contains
many valuable prints from the earliest days of alpine photography and, in
particular, some 1250 prints, negatives and lantern slides from the Everest
Expeditions of the 1920s and 1930s. With the finding of George Leigh
Mallory's body on 1 May 1999 and the approach of the 50th anniversary,
in 2003, of the first certain ascent of Everest, these historic photographs
are of increasing interest to the general public and the media and deserve
to be properly catalogued using the latest techniques, which would also
enable us to duplicate and preserve them without further deterioration.

The Royal Geographical Society holds a much larger collection - some
20,000 images - of Everest material, as it was agreed by the Joint Himalayan
Committee of the AC and RGS, and its successor the Mount Everest
Foundation, that the RGS should hold the copyright of the images from
the British Expeditions of the 1950s and the earlier material in their
possession. We are therefore embarking on a joint AC/RGS three-year
'Everest Archive' project and have already been offered some fmancial
support from the Stanley Foundation which was set up by the family which
built up Pye Telecommunications Limited, the firm which provided the
special radio equipment used on Everest in 1953.

As always, the Library is grateful for donations and gifts in kind which
help to meet costs and enhance the collections. In particular, the late Dr
Charles Warren, former Vice-President and Hon. Keeper of the Club's
Pictures, and one of the last of the pre-World War II Everesters, who died
on 30 March 1999, has bequeathed to the Library three superb Ruskin
watercolours and a portion of his residual estate. Two of the pictures will
be shown next year at the Tate Gallery in a major exhibition entitled 'Ruskin,
Turner and the Pre-Raphaelites'.

Finally, the Council is greatly indebted to its professional librarian and
to our core of volunteer workers. They don't grow any younger: Livia
Gollancz wishes to hand over the Archives after a devoted ten years; and
Bob Lawford, our Librarian Emeritus, also wishes to scale down his varied
activities, so we are actively seeking new and younger volunteers. Please
step forward!

George Band
Chairman of the Library Council
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SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM 1999
CLIMBING INTO THE MILLENNIUM - WHERE'S IT GOING?

This full-day major symposium took place on Saturday 6 March in the Pennine
Lecture Theatre, Sheffield Hallam University, to look at present andfuture trends
in the Himalaya and Greater Ranges, the Alps and the UK

Variety and contrast were the order of the day for the four hundred or so
climbers gathered to consider 'Climbing into the Millennium - Where's it
Going?' under the charge of ringmaster Sir Chris Bonington. The Alpine
Club had secured an impressive line-up of speakers, representing all aspects
of mountaineering from the guided client on Everest to the young, bold
crag-rats. Only Warren Hollinger unfortunately could not make it after
recently damaging his back during a fall. Speakers were enthusiastic and
open and entered into the spirit of debate when the discussion sessions
challenged their ethical stances. Illustrating their perspectives with slides
and videos, the speakers described the past, present and probably future
states of their corner of the climbing scene. All were warmly received by
the enthusiastic audience. While little progress was made towards a
definitive and unified climbing ethic, I'm convinced that a greater
understanding of the different viewpoints was reached - all in a good
humoured and entertaining way. This was not achieved by diluted views
or weasel words - indeed sparks flew and there were sharp intakes of breath
at some of the more challenging statements - but a mutual respect for the
right to hold an alternative approach ensured that people were still speaking
to one another afterwards.

Doug Scott, in measured tones, made an unpromising start for debate by
postulating that there was nothing new to be said; since from Mummery to
Reinhold they were all aiming at the same thing: to push the limits. Rather
than using aids, bolts, guides (guideless climbing was castigated in the AC's
early years) or drugs, we should wait until we, or someone else, can make a
free ascent. He raised a chuckle by supposing that any introduction of ret
rospective dope testing would result in the cancellation of most previous
Himalayan ascents.

Scott finished by emphasising the need for eternal vigilance if we are to
maintain access to the mountains as we know them in the face of commer
cialism and increasing use. This was echoed by Mick Fowler who pointed
out that the inexperienced climber, under commercial pressure to achieve
early success, and not appreciating some of the problems or risks, may do
things simply because they think that is what they are expected to do. Since
technical advances have made it possible to get up just about anything,
where do you draw the line? For instance, different eras apply different
ethics to the use of equipment such as bivvy bags, tents, portaledges, winch
ing gear, and where the line is drawn changes with time. He illustrated the
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dilemma from personal experience of balancing weight of equipment car
ried with the corresponding loss in speed of movement. On one trip, the
potential loss of a burner unit in snow put the whole climb in jeopardy. On
another, carrying insufficient food for a fifteen-day trip meant hunger af
fected judgement and a fall resulted in cracked ribs. Fowler maintained
that these were, for him, personal judgements, but they contrast with the
institutional approach of US National Park Rangers who check your route
plans, gear, food and fuel against their own standard checklist.

Julie-Ann Clyma started apologetically, and there was no need for this as
her achievements in exploratory mountaineering put most of us to shame.
The apology appeared to be for not being on the highest, steepest faces and
for including pictures of a tent with herself and Roger Payne between climbs.
For me, these were more welcome than yet another picture of a blank wall
or smear of ice.

Julie-Ann's main point - that a technical climbing/exploratory climbing
divide does not really exist - was made through considering the trips she
and Roger had made off the beaten track where they were pushing per
sonallimits and coping with a wide range of unexpected factors. She ex
plored the ethical dilemmas of exposing new areas to potential damage
and encouraged us not to repeat earlier mistakes, as with the Sanctuary,
which resulted in environmental degradation.

Completing tick lists has been a continuing part of Alan Hinkes' life.
Having spotted all the A4 Pacific and Deltic locomotives, he is now well
on his way through the 8000-metre peaks. Unlike many top climbers, he
strongly values a family life, carries a photo of his daughter on the moun
tains and will not risk fingers or toes for the sake of another summit. While
basically highly competitive, he is perhaps more willing than some others
to turn back, survive and leave a top for another day.

There was much comment on the 'dogs on leads' view of guided clients
on the highest peaks. Chris Brown, a potato farmer, gave the clients' per
spective but left me uncertain of his motives for going mountaineering at
all. For him, raising sponsorship for his trips and for local charities was a
major factor, so he needed to carry banners and get these photographed on
the tops. The use of guides allowed him to get to higher and more distant
peaks than he could manage on his own. Preferring to tackle only those
peaks I can manage by myself or with friends, I was uncomfortable with
his approach. However, I am happy to use mountain guide support to pro
vide food, fuel and transport to make my stay in the mountains longer and
easier, so this is another case of where does the individual draw the line to
defme his mountaineering ethic? Doug Scott wondered how different guided
climbing on Everest was from his own experience as a cog in a large ma
chine with little control over events, while participating in the big Bonington
expeditions of the '60s and '70s. Perhaps the essential difference was that
climbers joined those expeditions as friends and remained friends for the
rest of their lives.
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A different perspective - that of the organiser/guide - was provided by
Jon Tinker who was due to embark on his sixth trip to Everest with about
dozen punters, seven guides and three dozen Sherpas. For him, the main
problem was his clients' failure to reveal how they were feeling and their
full medical history. This reticence, fuelled by the fear that negative infor
mation might reduce their chance of acceptance or inclusion in the summit
party, was understandable once you had invested thousands of pounds and
a lot of face, time and effort. Messner commented that only the deaths of
the guides in the 1996 disaster prevented the testing in court of a guide's
responsibilities on such an ascent.

Tinker came under heavy questioning to justify taking to such heights,
people who could not do this on their own and, in so doing, putting added
pressure on an already overburdened environment. But his parties, he said,
took away more rubbish than they brought in and helped the local economy.
My own concern is that the paying client is not in control of his own ascent
but abrogates that responsibility to the guide who, at those altitudes, is
unable to exercise the degree of control over the situation that would be
expected on, say, an alpine guided climb. It is unclear to me just what is
the role of the guide when passing through the Khumbu Icefall or sitting
on the South Col, balancing probable weather, acclimatisation, value for
money and the summiting success rate for next year's brochure.

There was a consensus about the importance of managing the honeypot
peaks for future mountaineers but practically none on possible solutions to
the problem. These ranged from a universal ban on the use of oxygen on
Everest, to a possible permanent lodge on the north side of Everest to cope
with the larger numbers of people, provide a medical centre and reduce
environmental damage from rubbish and human waste.

Mike Thompson dispelled the orthodox environmentalist argument that
increasing Nepalese population and visitor numbers strain resources, cause
wider foraging for wood, farming of less suitable land, burning of valuable
dung, soil erosion, quicker run-off, flooding and reservoir silting. These
arguments had been advanced before: in Stockholm in 1972, by David
Attenborough in 1984 and by the Overseas Development Agency in 1997
as imminent catastrophic problems. At least the first two of these concerns
have proved to be ill-founded. Thompson argued that this approach fails
because it is: apocalyptic whereas environments are truly adaptive, blames
the Nepalese who are actually the victims and encourages the 'ignorant
peasant' model of a typically resourceful and intelligent people. The result,
Thomson said, was that 25 years and millions of pounds have been aimed
at the wrong problem. His example was the apparent deforestation being
falsely attributed to poverty. In fact, the revolution in the fifties nationalised
the village forests and removed the local forest guardian system but failed
to replace it with effective management, so that the forests deteriorated.
Now control is being returned by the forestry service to village caretakers
and the woodlands are recovering.
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Thompson maintained that climbers can play a part in the solution by
being ethical, respecting and cherishing local democracy (one in eight of
Nepalis were candidates in a recent election) especially as climbers set the
tone for the rest of Nepali tourism. His practical advice was: take no excess
baggage on the plane, eat rice and dhal when there, and accept that using a
helicopter is an admission of failure.

In the afternoon the focus changed from the Greater Ranges to rock faces,
with Leo Houlding and Seb Grieve. They said they were not at all convinced
that they would make it to the Millennium the way they were pushing their
climbing. They traced a progression from Botterill, through Hargreaves
and gritstone, home-made gear, limestone and training walls to wilder lines,
and extrapolated this into future unsighted solo ascents. Their current ethic
is for short powerful routes requiring tenacity and boldness, with all falls
being acceptable provided you do not actually hit the ground.

Seb's light-hearted suggestion for the Millennium was a solution for
protecting climbers on large, smooth, blank faces: a sucker with built-in
wire or tape. Leo explained that, for him, climbing was all about how he
felt on the day. To a large extent rain and temperature were irrelevant if his
psyche was strong. Tbere were to be no distractions, though, no sponsors'
pressure or photographers when it came to creating a new climb.
Photographs came later as posed shots, probably with a hidden safety rope.

Leo's enthusiasm for Welsh rock, his delight in discovering the laser
pointer, his descriptions of the minutiae of individual moves, and his
expressive, informal delivery were all refreshing. He brought the same
attitude to Gogarth as to El Cap.

Andy Parkin refuted the notion of the Alps as a theme park and explained
his adventurous approach to locating opportunistic lines on ice over bald rock
buttresses where, in summer, there are no climbable lines. His ethic, enforced
perhaps through an aversion to bolting and the presence of only dubious belays,
is one of climbing as if solo - a return to 'the leader never falls' .

In stark contrast was Stevie Haston's confrontational stance. Asserting
that there were no good lines left to be found in Chamonix, he questioned
why anyone bothers with traditional routes when people nowadays
snowboard down the likes of the Tour Ronde. He treated cragging, alpinism
and the greater peaks without sub-division as just 'mountaineering', the
ethic being to identify and solve individual small problems wherever they
were to be found.

Both the climbing establishment and the media attracted his criticism:
the establishment for funding outdated snow-plodding expeditions while
ignoring youngsters exploring solutions to harder problems; the media for
concentrating on a few heroes and failing to report wider developments.
But according to the Observerof 21 March 1999 (page 18), Haston has himself
resorted to an attempt on the title 'First Brit to top Everest from both North
and South' in a bid to secure BBC sponsorship. If he could then snowboard
down, it should increase audiences and his future sponsorship potential.
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On a day when we saw hundreds of images of mountains and crags, it
was one of Haston's which struck home. Not a peak but a few square metres
of rock with a dozen or more fixed ropes running side by side, all weathered
to tat and anchored to goodness knows what - a rusting piton, a snow
stake, an ice-peg or a failing bolt, perhaps. Taken on N anga Parbat, it could
have been a photo of anywhere on the highest peaks and summed up our
failure to operate a sustainable ethic. This was a long way from 'take nothing
but photographs, leave nothing but footprints'. Haston questioned the ethic
of mass ascents of 8000-metre peaks while employing numerous Sherpas
to trample a path to the top for you.

Alex Huber asked quo vadis? and plotted his own progress from family
skiing, alpine ascents, and sport climbing - including training by exercising,
separately, each finger - to applying those techniques on big walls and so
eliminating the need for 99% of the protection bolts on El Cap. The next
step was to apply Leo's bouldering style - leaping several feet for a flash
move - to bigger, higher routes.

Reinhold Messner asserted that mountaineering is about risk and that a
mountain without danger is not a mountain but something else. The dan
ger, necessary for learning, limits the number of participants and there is
no single rule or ethic; we must each decide on our own level of risk, our
own approach and our chosen routes. For Messner, the essence of moun
taineering is the handling of risk and hence putting yourself in touch with
a deeper, animal instinct. This element of risk is addictive and can't be
bought on commercial expeditions but can readily be found, at whatever
level, by simply not going where all the others go.

Messner saw Himalayan climbing as a progression from knowledge and
equipment-limited exploration, through peak goals and the prestige of
Everest, which still distorts the mountaineering world and its reporting; to
nationalism - epitomised by flags on summits - through the moribund late
1960s, rescued by Bonington's new agenda-setting face climb; and finally
to the small-group, alpine-style ascents of high faces, or adventures on smaller,
remoter peaks with a consequent sense of exposure. For him, between his last
8000-metre peak and his first heart attack, as he put it, the mountains were
getting taller and crags steeper, so his choice of routes were correspondingly
changing. Reinhold's 'death zone' is, for Scott, his 'come alive zone' - a moun
taineering reality not found in Western urban life.

Discussion brought broad agreement on a few points and an acceptance
of some inherent inconsistencies. Firstly, there is no single climbing ethic
but a collection of differing individual ethics. Secondly, any ethical stance
is acceptable provided it does not disadvantage others and is, in the broadest
sense, environmentally sustainable. Thirdly, the only constant is change.
These conclusions were hammered out by debating specific issues.

Agreement was reached, even with Ken Wilson from the audience, that
removing dubious pegs and the like from traditional alpine trade routes
and replacing them with guide-maintained bolts was ethically acceptable.
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The use of bottled oxygen on Everest involved an uneasy compromise
between an individual's right to choose his own ethic and the fact that this
will inevitably interfere with the choice of others. If you choose not to use
oxygen, you still have to step round others' bottle dumps: if you choose to
use oxygen, you prevent others, by your presence, from making an unsullied
oxygen-free ascent. An authority-imposed ban on the use of bottled oxygen
was rejected on the grounds that it was unlikely at present to be widely
accepted. When climbers shuffle past a desiccating corpse to top a peak,
something, somewhere is wrong.

The warm applause, late in the evening, and the chatter round the bar
were testimony to a positive attitude to the future of mountaineering. The
Symposium gave ordinary climbers a chance to hear the leading lights reflect
on their own and others' achievements. The Alpine Club, and in particular
Derek Walker, deserve our thanks for organising this interesting event and
for making it accessible to more climbers by staging it outside London.

Michael Smith

(See also articles in this volume based on lectures at the Symposium by Reinhold
Messner and Michael Thompson.)

THE ALPINE CLUB MEET AT LA BERARDE
24 July - 15 August 1999

At various times about forty people attended this joint meet with the
ABMSAC and Climbers' Club. The weather was pretty good but the
forecasts weren't. They only covered the current and following days. This
resulted in parties not being in the right place at the right time, either getting
rained off routes or, worse, staying down in the valley on what turned out
to be a fine day. Snow conditions were very soft, with freezing levels
remaining above 4000m until the list few nights of the meet. Most people
achieved some measure of success, however, the most popular peaks being
Pie Coolidge, Les Bans and the Dibona, by various routes. The Barre des
Ecrins and Tete de Rouget also received ascents. Poor weather forced retreats
on the Meije and the Riiteau. Many parties enjoyed the extensive rock
climbing near the campsite, exploiting both the single pitch ecoles d'escalades
of all grades and the multi-pitch bolted routes on the Tete de la Maye.
These provided considerable entertainment to those in the campsite
watching with binoculars. As usual a rock guide was available from the
local shop at a reasonable price. Other activities included mountain biking
at Les Deux Alpes. Many pleasant walks were enjoyed and the kids
particularly enjoyed the eclipse: though it didn't get dark, the campsite at
l700m got quite chilly.

JejJ Harris
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The 1999 Symposium broke with a format established over the last few
years in that a suitable foreign guest speaker could not be present. How
ever, this failed to stop a large audience, packed in to the lecture theatre at
Plas y Brenin on Saturday 13 November, from enjoying what proved to be
an excellent and informative series of slide presentations.

The Symposium was chaired by Lindsay Griffin, who started the day
with an overview of mountaineering in Pakistan and its current trends. He
was followed by the widely travelled David Hamilton, giving the first
presentation of the day: a general introduction to the mountains of the
country. David appeared again later in the afternoon, telling the audience
both surprising and revealing stories about the current state of play with
expeditions to the somewhat over-subscribed 8000m peaks.

Dave Wills and Al Powell both looked at failed attempts on exceptional
lines on middle-altitude peaks. The former described his three attempts on
the still unclimbed North Ridge of Latok I, dubbed the Walker Spur of the
Karakoram, while the latter battled with uncooperative porters from Bar
and steep loose rock on Sani Pakush. Patrick Bird catered for ski moun
taineers with superb slides of early season travels along the Biafo-Hispar
Glacier connection and an ascent ofMuztagh Ata. Although the latter lies
a little to the north of Pakistan, Patrick was excused this addition due to
some simply stunning photographs. Lindsay Griffm talked about the pros
and cons of a successful quasi-winter expedition to the North West
Karakoram, while Dave Wilkinson, unquestionably Mr Pakistan of Great
Britain with an unparalleled number of expeditions over the last 25 years
to both big and small Karakoram mountains, gave a highly informative
low-down on organising inexpensive trips to sub-6000m peaks.

The audience were fortunate in having two women speakers: Louise
Thomas talking about her recent big-wall climbs with all-female teams in
the Hushe region and Kate Phillips giving an excellent insight into a
woman's perspective of travelling through, and climbing peaks in, a strongly
Islamic culture. There were even some impressive and somewhat clandestine
ascents, made public with considerable modesty by Pete Thompson.
However, the most important aspect of the day was that not only were the
lecturers inspiring but they disseminated copious amounts of information
on the 'how to', 'where to' and even 'why' of mountaineering in Pakistan.
Even so, they were later able to make many helpful additions during a long
and enthusiastic question-and-answer session, which took place before the
closing address.

Thanks are due to Lindsay Griffin and David Hamilton for organising
the day, to Shiela Harrison for her invaluable help with the arrangements,
and to all the speakers for freely giving their time. We are also grateful to
the staff at Plas y Brenin for their assistance and hospitality.
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The 2000 Symposium will look at climbing in China-Tibet and, as always,
will undoubtedly provide an excellent forum for like-minded people to
simply get together after the event and chat about the thing they love.

THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE
BRITISH MOUNTAINEERING COUNCIL

Derek Walker began mountain walking in 1954 and climbing in 1956 during
National Service with RAF Mountain Rescue in North Wales. He was
President of the University of Bristol Mountaineering Club 1959-60 and
the first of his many Alpine seasons was in 1958. He has been a member of
the Climbers's Club since 1960 and was elected president from 1984 -87.
He has been a member of the Alpine Club since 1974 and the Fell and
Rock CC since 1987. A schoolmaster by profession, he was headmaster of
the British School at Punta Arenas from 1966-70 and taught at Helsby
High School from 1971-89. He was elected BMC Vice-President 1988-89,
BMC General Secretary 1989-95 and BMC President in 1999. He chaired
the Don Whillans Memorial Committee from 1985-93 and was the driving
force behind the publication in 1997 of the BMC 50-year History. He was a
member of the first British climbing expedition to Patagonia (Towers of
Paine) from 1960-61 and organiser/ deputy leader of the second expedition
1962-63 which climbed the Central Tower (Whillans/Bonington) and made
the third ascent of the North Tower (Clough/Walker). Throughout his
career he has climbed at a high standard in the UK, the Alps and other
ranges. Since his retirement in 1995 he has climbed, trekked and travelled
extensively with continued enthusiasm and in recent years has visited
Patagonia, China, the Himalaya, South Africa and in particular Morocco
where he has climbed many new routes with old friends including Joe
Brown. Derek represented the BMC at the UIAA in the early and mid
1990s and attended the General Assembly in September 1999.

Andy MacNae, BMC National Officer

AN INDEX TO THE LADIES' ALPINE CLUB YEAR-BOOKS

In the summer of 1999 I was asked by George Band, Chairman of the
Alpine Club Library Council, and Margaret Ecclestone, our Librarian, to
compile an Index for the year-books of the Ladies Alpine Club. These run
from 1913 to 1975 when the Alpine Club finally decided to admit ladies for
the first time. The job of indexing some sixty volumes was bound to be a
demanding one, but I had little idea how long and laborious it would turn
out to be. There were, however, compensations. As the history of the Club
unfolded, I was not only amazed at what these ladies achieved but also
beguiled by their charm and individualism as expressed in their writing.
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By 1907, when the Ladies Alpine Club was formed, most of the female
first ascents of the 4000-metre peaks - the Matterhorn, the Dent Blanche,
the Monte Rosa and many others - had already been accomplished, but
much remained to be done, and what stalwarts these ladies were! In 1925,
for instance, a lady called Miss Katharine O'Dwyer Shepherd began the
season with a number of climbs in the Dolomites; she then moved on to
Zermatt and after ascending the Riffelhorn, the Trifthorn, the Lyskamm,
the Rimpfischhorn, the traverse of Castor and Pollux and the traverse of
the Wellenkuppe and Ober Gabelhorn (descending by the Arbengrat) she
traversed the Zinalrothorn, descended to Mountet and returned over the
Trifthorn to Zermatt on the same day. She also traversed the Matterhorn
from Zermatt, descending by the Italian ridge and returning the same
afternoon to Zermatt over the Furggjoch. Later in the season, she moved
to Chamonix and traversed the Aiguille d'Argentiere, the Aiguille du Peigne,
the Aiguilles Ravanel and Mummery, the Aiguille de I'M by the North
Face and the Aiguille des Petits Charmoz. She also climbed the Index by
the South Face, the Clocher and Clochetons de Planpraz, and the Aiguille
de la Perseverance by the South Face. She fmished her alpine season with
the Aiguille du Tacul, the traverse of the Grand and Petit Drus and finally
the Aiguille du Grepon. All this was with guides - but, even so, it would
seem a pretty staggering performance for those far-off days of step-cutting
and without the benefit of the lightweight equipment that we enjoy today.

In 1925 it was decided to produce an enlarged Annual Report (as the
LAC called their year-book) and to include articles and photographs. Mrs
Aubrey Le Blond led the way with a brief Summary of the history of the
Club which has been of great assistance to me in establishing certain facts
about the early days. The necessary qualifications for joining the Club were
high but the ladies often wrote with humour about their exploits. In the
1927 year-book Edith Murray describes the passage of herself and her guide
on the Grand Cornier:

There were some small gendarmes to surmount, and one sensational
jump to negotiate, where the landing-place was on a slab of rock
which sloped downwards at rather an acute angle, while the take
off was from a cramped position opposite. When we came to this,
my feelings were very mixed, as I knew I could not possibly land
and keep my balance. My guide went over most skilfully, and when
I told him that I would now return home the way I had come, he
merely laughed and told me to jump into his arms. Shutting my
eyes, I gave a wild leap - we rocked perilously on the brink of eternity
and then subsided into laughter.' (1927 13)

Many years later, in 1974, Edith Murray wrote an article entitled 'Forty
Years Ago on the Eiger' which made me literally shiver as I read her des
cription of setting out from the Eigergletscher station at 1.30am under a
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clear starry sky to find what should have been easy rock now sheathed in
hard, thick ice, and an atmosphere made more awe-inspiring by the
mournful wailing of the huskies that were used to pull sledges for the visitors.

There is indeed a wealth of good writing in these journals but fine writing
is not primarily what they are about. Much more, they are a record of
achievement, as shown by the list of First Ascents and New Routes by
members in Section 3. Moreover, a glance at the headings in Section 2,
which brings together an Index of the areas worldwide where they climbed,
reveals the vast geographical range of their activities. Some of their expe
ditions were mixed parties, but many were undertaken by women only.
For instance, it was an LAC party led by Grace Hoeman which made the
first 'women only' ascent of Mt McKinley in 1970 (1971 19). Sadly, Grace
Hoeman died the following year in a skiing accident on the Eklutna Glacier,
Alaska. (1972 48)

The indexed entry for Accidents (which applies to members and non
members alike and can be found in Section 4) is surprisingly short
considering the amount of climbing that it covers. One thing that struck
me while studying these year-books was the excellent overall safety record
that these women managed to maintain. Of course every accident is one
too many, but the biggest tragedy in the history of the LAC was probably
the loss of Claude Kogan and Claudine Van der Stratton, with the Sherpas
Ang Norbu and Chewang, in an avalanche on Cho Oyu in 1959 (196011
22). No other disaster on this scale struck any of the expeditions recorded
in these volumes.

I have gained the impression that, over the years, members of the Alpine
Club were extremely supportive towards the LAC. In her final Editor's
Notes (1975 30) Cicely Williams speaks of the 'kindness and real affection
shown to us by AC members'. She refers to the approaching merger, but I
believe that her words reflect what had been a reality since the beginning.
For instance, during the Second World War the ladies were allowed to
deposit their library (as a temporary measure) at South Audley Street when
the lease of their Club Room at Brown's Hotel came to an end in 1944, and
later they shared certain lectures with the AC. A prominent member of the
Alpine Club invariably attended the LAC Annual Dinner and made an
appreciative speech. Sometimes the men could be a touch patronising,
notably Colonel Strutt, when replying to a toast to the AC in 1935 (1936 69)
but, broadly speaking, they had always been supportive and encouraging.

Cicely Williams, thrilled to be Honorary Editor, was the member least
able to hide her regret at the passing of the Ladies Alpine Club. 'Most of us
were very sad when we realised that the LAC as a separate entity must
cease to exist and it hardly seems possible that there will never be another
Journal,' she writes. But she ends with brave acceptance of the new situa
tion: ' ... we rope up for the next pitch full of confidence, for the mountains
are eternal and those who love them are bound together in a brotherhood
that transcends all lesser loyalties.'
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Grizel Paterson, last Honorary Secretary, took a more matter-of-fact line:
'Events have of course been overshadowed by the proposal for a merger
with the Alpine Club, which by the overwhelmingly expressed wish of both
clubs, is to take place at the end of March ... We are now being accepted on
the hills on a basis of equality, and new horizons extend before us. Of course
we must all feel a little sad at the demise of the L.A.c., but as full members
of the Alpine Club, we shall have a unique opportunity of contributing our
share to the "promotion of good fellowship among mountaineers", which,
according to our rules, was the first aim of the L.A.C.' (1975 80) The ar
chives reveal that the decision was reached only after a questionnaire had
been sent out to all members asking them whether or not they wished to
accept the Alpine Club's offer. Although the majority were in favour, 37
LAC members resigned in 1975 or soon afterwards, including such promi
nent climbers as Joyce Dunsheath, Monica Jackson and Miriam Underhil1.

In her opening article in this final volume, Margaret Darvall, as President,
says remarkably little about the upcoming merger. However, her fmal para
graph refers to the LAC as a "very fiery particle", not to be snuffed out by
a merger proposal. No one seems to have foreseen that, over time, the LAC
and its achievements might risk being forgotten. Cicely Williams wrote of
'the great heritage we enjoy in the LAC'. I hope that this Index, while not
claiming to be fully comprehensive, may serve to re.vive awareness of that
heritage by making its only record more accessible, and by offering the
mountaineers and historians of today the opportunity and perhaps also the
inspiration to read about the many outstanding women, in terms of both
mountaineering achievement and personality, who were actively pursuing
our sport during the first three-quarters of the twentieth century.

Johanna Merz

(The LAC Index is available from the AC office at £10 per copy.)

GUIDEBOOKS

The following guidebooks are in print and available from the AC office
(plus 75p postage unless collected from the Club House).

Bernese Oberland
Bernina and Bregaglia
Dolomites
Ecrins Massif

£
11.00
13.25
11.00
11.00

Mont Blanc Vol 1
Mont Blanc Vol2
Valais Alps East
Valais Alps West

£
11.00
11.00
13.25
14.25



PIONEERS FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY

Some of the speakers at the Club's
highly successful symposium
Climbing Into The Millennium.

63. to 69. Clockwise, .from left:
Stevie Haston, Leo Houlding,
Julie-Ann Clyma, Anpy Parkin,
A1ex Huber, Seb Grieve, Mick Fowler.
(George Band) (p351)
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